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Abstract

Grids are just on the way towards being popular, prosperous and progressive.
However, before any desktop in the cyberworld plugs into some grids to share
resources, grids must prove to be secure enough for both the resource providers
and consumers. Therefore, a trustworthy grid can be defined as a grid to provide
coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional
virtual organizations with a specified, understood secure level. Among all kinds
of building blocks for a trustworthy grid, trust negotiation and multiparty seman-
tic enrich the innovation space of security greatly. Trust negotiation deals with
concepts such as formulating security policies and credentials, determining
whether particular sets of credentials satisfy the relevant policies, and deferring
trust to third parties. Multiparty semantic means multiparty interaction in grids.
Intuitively, multiparty joint authentication can be comprehended as bringing the
paradigm of peer-to-peer into Kerberos. This chapter focuses on the topics of trust
negotiation and multiparty joint authentication.

1 Trust aware Grids

With the enormous growth and popularity of distributed systems, trust has become
an increasingly important metric for principals to establish security relationships in
the online world that is of great uncertainty and risk. Simultaneously, trust manage-
ment [1] has become an active new approach for the trustworthy grids.

Trust management denotes a distinct security component in network services.
Trust establishment begins with the identity-based access control mechanisms
usually adopted in the conventional systems. According to such a paradigm, each
principal (subject, entity) is uniquely identified by an ID (for example, a login
name or IP address). However, in a trustworthy grid, identity is not always relevant
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when determining whether to trust a principal, but other properties are crucial in
determining parties’ trustworthiness [2].

An emerging approach that uses an entity’s properties to establish trust is trust
negotiation (TN) [3]. A TN consists of iteratively disclosing certified digital cre-
dentials. These credentials verify properties of their holders to establish mutual
trust. Thus, TN deals with concepts such as formulating security policies and cre-
dentials, determining whether particular sets of credentials satisfy the relevant
policies, and deferring trust to third parties.

Fig. 1 sketches a typical trust negotiation process. During the negotiation, enti-
ties incrementally establish trust by iteratively disclosing digital credentials to ver-
ify properties of the negotiating parties. Credentials are typically collected by
each party in appropriate repositories, also called profiles. Another key compo-
nent of TN is a set of access control policies, known as disclosure policies, which
govern access to the protected resources by specifying credential combinations
that entities must submit to obtain authorization.

1.1 Requirements of trust aware Grids

Trust aware grids are special TN systems. The requirements of them include [2]:

• Well-defined semantics for TN policy languages. A well-defined policy lan-
guage should have simple, compact, formally defined semantics. Various
formalisms such as logic programs or relational algebra can be employed.

• Monotonicity for TN. Once a set of credentials allowing the disclosure of a
certain resource is found, the disclosure of additional credentials and poli-
cies should only result in the grant of additional resources.

• Credential combination. Different credentials may describe the different or
same properties of a given subject. Thus, a policy language should be flex-
ible enough to handle the combination of credentials. Usually, conjunction
and disjunction operators are often employed.

• Authentication. Authentication sometimes includes the checking of creden-
tial ownership, credential validation and the discovery of the credential
chain.
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Figure 1: A trust negotiation process. 
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• Intercredential constraints. To better evaluate properties of the remote party,
policies might express constraints to compare values of different credentials
belonging to the same subject, even if they use different keys.

• Privacy protection mechanism. Disclosing policies and resources should
ensure a good protection of the parties’ privacy goals, which typically entail
disclosing the minimum set of necessary information for a processing.

• Alternative negotiation strategies. Providing numerous strategies, and leav-
ing the parties free to choose one. The strategies might be chosen independ-
ently by the parties, or, negotiated just like other resources.

• Default negotiation strategies. In many scenarios, there should be standard
policies available for widely used resources. Thus, in negotiations involving
such common resources, the same sequences of credentials will be used to
perform similar negotiations. Additionally, once two parties have success-
fully negotiated, the system might exploit such a negotiation to speed up
subsequent negotiations. Finally, when commonly used resources are
involved, an ideal system should automatically select and suggest the poli-
cies to be exchanged, even when parties are total strangers. 

All in all, the general requirement of a trust aware grid is to perform trust
negotiations with all resource providers and consumers dynamically thoughout the
whole virtual organization.

1.2 Formation of virtual organization

The concept of virtual organization (VO) is of great complexity. In order to dis-
tinguish between the different forms of economic organization, VO can be defined
as a taxonomy composed of several dimensions [3]. The variables used to develop
taxonomy of the VO are: product market strategy, network structure of the
inter-connected organizations, information systems and business communica-
tion patterns, and trust. One proposed model that synthesizes and extends these
variables is shown in fig. 2.
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There are four components in this model: trust antecedents, behavioral ele-
ments, outcome and monitoring of performance. Trust antecedents are composed
of dispositional trust and the situational context, which combine together to give
the level of subjective trust for a particular situation. The behavioral elements
group encapsulates the key variables that influence the choice of strategic behav-
ior concerning the formation of VOs. In this context, the important inputs to that
strategic process are the level of subjective trust, the risk of failure, and the impor-
tance of the outcome. They influence the actual behavior of the VO and the devel-
opment of a particular type of VO, represented by the outcome. The performance
of the VO is monitored, and the results feed back into the model because they
directly affect the situation context [3].

Trustworthy grids are promised to be the mainstream hosting environment of
virtual organizations, thus, they should take the formation of the underlying VO
into account, which may be embodiment of the model above.

1.3 Conceptualizing trust

Because trust is a complicated concept related to multiple disciplines such as psy-
chology, economics, sociology, culture and politics, a good theoretical conceptual
view of trust is essential to drive trust aware grids forward.

As shown in fig. 3, an interdisciplinary model of trust comprises four con-
structs based on the real world social properties of trust, including disposition to
trust, institution-based trust, trusting beliefs and trusting intention [4]. Each con-
struct includes several subconstructs. Each subconstruct partakes of the overall
conceptual meaning of the parent construct, but has certain attributes that distin-
guish it from its parent and from other subconstructs of its parent.

Definition 1 Disposition to Trust means the extent to which one displays a consis-
tent tendency to be willing to depend in general on others across a broad spec-
trum of situations and persons.

This construct hails primarily from disposition or trait psychology. It means that
one has a general propensity to be willing to depend on others. However, it does
not necessarily imply that one believes others to be trustworthy. Disposition to trust
will influence institution-based trust, trusting beliefs and trusting intentions.
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Figure 3: An interdisciplinary trust constructs model.
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Definition 2 Institution-based Trust means one believes the needed conditions are
in place to enable one to anticipate a successful outcome in an endeavor or aspect
of one’s life. 

This construct comes from the sociology tradition that people can rely on oth-
ers because of structures, situations, or roles that provide assurances that things
will go well. It means that we can trust others not because they knew each other
personally, but because licensing or auditing or laws or governmental enforcement
bodies were in place to make sure the other person was either afraid to harm you
or punished if they did harm you. Institution-based trust has stronger effects on
trusting beliefs and trusting intentions than disposition to trust does.

Definition 3 Trusting Beliefs means one believes (and feels confident in believ-
ing) that the other person has one or more traits desirable to one in a situation in
which negative consequences are possible. 

This construct reflects cognitive/affective aspects of trust that is more nor-
mally used in social science. Inference or attribution to the other party’s traits is
often included in trust definitions. Negative consequences are to reflect the risk
inherent in trust situations. Trusting beliefs is thus situation- and person-specific,
in contrast to institution-based trust, which is situation-specific only.

Definition 4 Trusting Intentions means one is willing to depend on, or intends to
depend on, the other person in a given task or situation with a feeling of relative
security, even though negative consequences are possible. 

Trusting Intention definitions embody five elements synthesized from the
trust literature. The possibility of negative consequences or risk is what makes
trust in unfamiliar or uncertain situations important but problematic. A readiness
to depend or rely on another is central to trusting intentions. A feeling of security
means that one feels safe, assured, and comfortable (not anxious or fearful) about
the prospect depending on the providers. Trusting intentions is situation- and per-
son-specific. Trusting intention involves willingness that is not based on having
control or power over the other party. The link between trusting beliefs and trust-
ing intentions is natural because beliefs are posited to influence intentions in the
theory of reasoned action.

Disposition to trust has two subconstructs, faith in humanity and trusting
stance. Faith in humanity refers to underlying assumptions about people, while
trusting stance is like a personal strategy.

Definition 5 Faith in Humanity means one assumes others are usually upright,
well-meaning, and dependable. 

People with high faith in humanity are less judgmental or critical of others and
are more tolerant.

Definition 6 Trusting Stance means that, regardless of what one assumes about
other people generally, one assumes that one will achieve better outcomes by
dealing with people as though they are well-meaning and reliable. 
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It is like a personal choice or strategy to trust others. One with high trusting
stance would probably have high trusting intention. For example, they would be
willing to take normal risks to buy goods or services online until they have some
experience that changes their mind about Internet vendors.

Because faith in humanity relates to assumptions about peoples’ attributes, it
is more likely to be an antecedent to trusting beliefs (in people) than is trusting
stance. Trusting stance will relate more to trusting intention, since it is a strategy
related to trusting others rather than a belief about people.

Institution-based trust has two subconstructs, structural assurance and situa-
tional normality.

Definition 7 Structural Assurance means one believes that success is likely
because guarantees, contracts, regulations, promises, legal recourse, processes,
or procedures are in place that assures success. 

For example, one using the Internet would have structural assurance to the
extent to which one believed legal and technological Internet safeguards protect
one from privacy loss or credit card fraud. With a high structural assurance level
regarding the Internet, one would be more likely to be willing to rely on specific
Internet vendors (trusting intentions) because of the secure feeling structural
assurance engenders.

Definition 8 Situational Normality means one believes that success is likely
because the situation is normal or favorable. 

Situational normality means that a properly ordered setting is likely to facil-
itate a successful venture. One with a high faith in humanity should have high
situational normality and structural assurance.

Trusting belief has four subconstructs: trusting belief-competence, trusting
belief-benevolence, trusting belief-integrity and trusting belief-predictability.

Definition 9 Trusting Belief-Competence means one believes the other person has
the ability or power to do for one what one needs done. 

Definition 10 Trusting Belief-Benevolence means one believes the other person
cares about one and is motivated to act in one’s interest. 

Definition 11 Trusting Belief-Integrity means one believes the other person
makes good faith agreements, tells the truth, and fulfills promises. 

Definition 12 Trusting Belief-Predictability means one believes the other person’s
actions (good or bad) are consistent enough that one can forecast them in a given
situation.

Trusting intention subconstructs include willingness to depend and subjective
probability of depending.

Definition 13 Willingness to Depend means one is volitionally prepared to make
oneself vulnerable to the other person in a situation by relying on them. 
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Definition 14 Subjective Probability of Depending means the extent to which one
forecasts or predicts that one will depend on the other person. 

According to these definitions, all the subconstructs are measurable. These
constructs represent conceptualizations from several disciplines. Though they do
not correspond exactly to each discipline’s original trust concepts, they do capture
significant conceptual meaning from each [4].

1.4 Mapping trust onto software semantics

In order to bring the conceptual trust into reality, we must map all constructs and
subconstructs onto software semantics [5].

Faith in humanity can be mapped onto security level. When a principal has high
faith in humanity, it can setup to a low security level, which means the principal
assumes that others generally deserve trusts or it does not need too much protec-
tion. In fact, there is always several different trust levels used for a principal. On
the other hand, trusting stance can be easily mapped onto access control policies.
Therefore, disposition to trust can be regarded as a local security mechanism.

Single sign-on is a very important requirement of grids. It can be imple-
mented by using proxy techniques. Entities believe proxy because it possesses
institution-based trust. From this perspective, we can map institution-based trust
onto delegation or proxy. As for structural assurance and situation normality, they
are mechanisms to make proxy legalization, and can be mapped onto proof-of-
possession used by intermediaries.

Trusting believes can be mapped onto trust and reputation. Trust comes from
direct contact with an other entity while reputation is propagated by means of
word-of-mouth. Four sub-constructs of trusting believes can be used to evaluate
trust and reputation. For example, the ability to provide promised resources can be
mapped onto competence, leaving behind data and not doing garbage collection
after using the resources is a behavior violating benevolence, delivering intact
information and keeping private information secure are needs of integrity, con-
suming more resources than requested is not accurate in predictability, etc.

Because trust-related behavior may be directly inducted from trusting beliefs,
trusting intention is often very easy to be ignored. The essential of trusting inten-
tion is that we should take both trust beliefs and characteristics of a mission into
account to induct trust-related behavior. For example, let cost reflects resources
usages, time consumed, Qos of a mission, we can still accept a certain number of
little cost missions from principal that has not enough trust beliefs. The ground 
of trusting intention is that a careful provider gives more thought to expensive
missions and might not worry about the risk on a certain number of missions of
negligible cost [6], especially in the environment of grids.

The conceptual trust model can also help us to classify practical trust models.
If all constructs only possess static contents or fixed values, related trust model
can be termed as identity trust model. If some of the constructs evolve their con-
tents and values according to their behavior history, related trust model can be
termed as behavior trust model. On the other hand, if trust-related behavior is
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directly inducted from trusting beliefs, related trust model can be termed as mis-
sion-unaware trust model. If trust-related behavior is directly inducted from trust-
ing intention, that is, decision is directly depending on the characteristics of the
mission, such as cost or QoS, related trust model can be termed as mission-aware
trust model.

Considering all the situations above, trust models can be classified as mission-
unaware identity trust model, mission-aware identity trust model, mission-
unaware behavior trust model and mission-aware behavior trust model. All trust
models can be regarded as selective projection of a mission-aware behavior trust
model. In the remainder of this chapter, we use trust model to stand for mission-
aware behavior trust model unless explicitly stated.

Concisely and intuitively, the semantic of mission-aware behavior trust model
is that it calculates overall trust through a balance of both direct trust and reputa-
tion, if overall trust provided is not qualified for security requirement, authoriza-
tion still can be inducted from the analysis of mission cost and mission quantity.

1.5 ASM based formalism of trust model

Thus far, most trust models have been entirely informal and written in specific
mathematical functions [5–7].

On the other hand, an abstract state machine (ASM) [8, 9] based ground
model for grids is proposed to facilitate the analysis of existing grids and the
design of new ones with rigor and precision [10]. For the same purpose, we
refine this ground model vertically to make it support the semantics of trust
model.

Building on top of the ASM based ground model for grids, newly introduced
universes of trust model are TOKEN, TRUST, REPUTATION, TIME, CONTEXT,
ACCEPTRATIO and COST [11].

TOKEN stands for security tokens, including both signed and unsigned secu-
rity tokens. TRUST and REPUTATION stands for the value of trust and reputation,
which can be either discrete or continuous. TIME and CONTEXT stands for time
and context, respectively. The value of ACCEPTRATIO ranges from 0 to 1, which
indicates that only part of the ‘untrustworthy’ missions can be accepted at a given
period and its acceptable probability is not more than the acceptable ratio
assigned. COST is a composite measurement of mission, which can be either dis-
crete or continuous. It may reflect cpu cycles of computing missions, system
resources usage of memory-sharing missions, constraints demands of data-mining
missions, Qos of general missions, etc. These universes can be implemented by
using WS-Trust claims and subjects.

Newly introduced signatures of trust model are:

acceptRatio : TRUST × COST × CONTEXT × TIME
→ ACCEPTRATIO
adjustReputation : REPUTATION × ... × REPUTATION
→ REPUTATION
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authorization : TOKEN × TOKEN × COST × CONTEXT
× TIME → BOOLEAN
directTrust : TOKEN × TOKEN × TIME × CONTEXT
→ TRUST
evaluateTrust : TOKEN × TOKEN × CONTEXT → TRUST
getRecommendation : TOKEN × CONTEXT → TOKEN × REPUTATION
hasReputation : TOKEN × TOKEN × CONTEXT → BOOLEAN
hasTrust : TOKEN × TOKEN × CONTEXT → BOOLEAN
missionAnalysis : TRUST × COST × CONTEXT → BOOLEAN
overallReputation : TOKEN × TOKEN × TIME × CONTEXT
→ REPUTATION
overallTrust : TRUST × REPUTATION → TRUST
reputation : TOKEN × TOKEN × TIME × CONTEXT
→ REPUTATION
updateReputation : TRUST × REPUTATION → REPUTATION
updateTrust : TRUST × TRUST × ACCEPTRATIO → TRUST

Their explanations can be found in that of the rules below, of which the sequence
numbers are continued to that in literature [12]:

Rule 10. Obtaining direct trust (directTrust)
s1, s2 � ∀s � TOKEN � s1 � s2 � c � CONTEXT � t � TIME
if hasTrust(s1, s2, c) = true  then

directTrust(s1, s2, t, c)
else 

directTrust(s1, s2, t, c) := default value � TRUST
hasTrust(s1, s2, c) := true

Direct trust represents one principal’s belief in another principal’s trustworthi-
ness within a certain context at a given time based on their direct behavior history.
Because trust decays with time, time is also a parameter. For example, trust can
be divided into six levels that range from very low to extremely high trust level,
and time is used to construct a decay function that is a multiplying factor of trust.

Rule 11. Calculating overall reputation(overallReputation)
repSet := {}
n := 0
if  s � TOKEN � hasReputation(s, s2, c) = false

do in – parallel
getRecommendation(s2, c)
...
getRecommendation(s2, c)

enddo
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do for all s : s � TOKEN � hasReputation(s, s2, c) = true
repSet := reputation(s, s2, t, c) + repSet
n := n + 1

enddo
adjustReputtion(repSet.item1, ..., repSet.itemn)

Reputation indicates indirect trust based on recommendations, which is
what other entities think about a specific entity. Because reputation is a subjec-
tive judgment, recommender’s evaluation about one entity might be quite dif-
ferent from our own evaluation about the same entity. Therefore, this rule is
used to obtain ‘what I think the recommender means from what the recom-
mender said’. The signature of adjust Reputation defines how to amend repu-
tation value. For example, adjust Reputation can be a weighted function to gain
average reputation.

Rule 12. Calculating overall trust (overallTrust)
overallTrust(td � directTrust(s1, s2, t, c) ,
r � overallReputation(s1, s2, t, c)

Overall trust is dependent on both direct trust and reputation. However, direct
trust and reputation may have no influence on overall trust. For example, overall
trust can be a weighted balance of both direct trust and reputation.

Rule 13. Analyzing mission (missionAnalysis)
to := overallTrust(td � directTrust(s1, s2, t, c),
r � overallReputation(s1, s2, t, c)
tr := ∃trust-required � TRUST
if to − tr ≥ 0 � acceptRatio(to − tr, cost, c, t) ≤ threshold

� ACCEPTRATIO then
authorization(s1, s2, cost, c, t) := true

else
authorization(s1, s2, cost, c, t) := false

Mission analysis means authorization depends on not only the trust, but also the
cost and quantity of mission. If the trust provided had not satisfied the trust
required, only part of the ‘untrustworthy’ missions could be authorized at a given
period and its acceptable probability is not more than the acceptable ratio assigned.
For example, acceptable ratio can be kept in the trusting intention probability
matrix, where its column means the difference between the trust provided and
required and its row represents the cost of mission. The quantity of mission can be
controlled by the parameter of time.

Rule 14. Updating direct trust (updateTrust)
directTrust(s1, s2, t, c) := updateTrust(td � directTrust(s1, s2, t, c),
te � evaluateTrust(s1, s2, c), ∃threshold � ACCEPTRATIO)
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After finishing current mission, direct trust could be evaluated to amend orig-
inal direct trust.

Rule 15. Updating reputation (updateReputation)
do forall s : s � TOKEN � hasReputation(s, s2, c) = true

reputation(s, s2, t, c) : = updateReputation(te � evaluateTrust(s1, s2, c),
r � reputation(s, s2, t, c))

enddo

Similarly, after finishing current mission, direct trust can be evaluated to
amend related reputations. This kind of amending could be used to adjust the rec-
ommenders’ reliabilities, i.e. what the recommender means from what it said. For
example, such an amending can affect adjustment factors of reputation.

Rule 16. Obtaining recommendation (getRecommendation)
reputationStore{(s1, s2, c, r)|s1, s2 � TOKEN � c � CONTEXT�
r � REPUTATION}
choose (s, s2, c, r) : (s, s2, c, r) � reputationStore

getRecommendation(s2, c) := (s, r)
endchoose

If no reputation were available, an entity could obtain recommendations with
this rule. It indicates that there must be a mechanism for entity to publish, dis-
cover, locate and retrieve reputations.

According to the characteristics of ASM, universes, signatures and rules above
are high-level abstraction of the trust model. Concrete mathematical functions and
programming schemes are of no concern at this abstract level and can be regarded
as different instantiations of this abstraction. In other words, mathematical func-
tions and programming schemes are vertical refinement and horizontal decompo-
sition of this ASM based trust model.

In the ground model for grids, two signatures are directly related to security,
including canUse and canLogin. These two signatures are authorization func-
tions at two different levels. canUse indicates whether a global user can use a
mapped resource while canLogin indicates whether a local user can create and
own a process to provide the resource required. According to the design pattern
of ASM, trust model is a vertical refinement of the ground model. Therefore, we
must joint it on the ground model. For this purpose, new signatures must be
introduced.

Newly introduced signatures are:

mappedToken : USER, PRESOURCE,NODE → TOKEN
mappedContext : USER, PRESOURCE,NODE → CONTEXT
combinedContext : CONTEXT × ... × CONTEXT → CONTEXT
cost : CONTEXT → COST
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Among them, mappedToken and mappedContext map USER, NODE and PRE-
SOURCE onto corresponding TOKEN or CONTEXT, combinedContext combines
different CONTEXT into one CONTEXT, cost retrieve COST from CONTEXT. By
means of these signatures, canUse and canLogin can be finally translated into
authorization and other related signatures. On the other hand, because entities may
want to update direct trust and reputation after each contact, some new mecha-
nisms must be employed. These kind of signatures could be regarded as another
refinement of current trust model.

2 Mathematical instance of trust model

This section presents one mathematical illustration of the trust model.
As mentioned earlier, direct trust represents one entity’s belief in another

entity’s trustworthiness within a certain context at a given time based on their
direct behavior history. It can be denoted by Θ(Ei, Ej, t, c) , where Ei and Ej stand
for entities, t stands for a given time, and c stands for context such as printing,
storage, searching and computing.

The values of direct trust are shown in table 1. They are divided into six levels
that range from very low trust level to extremely high trust level. These values can
be kept in a direct trust table maintained by each entity, as shown in table 2. This
table is denoted by DTT.

Let T(t – tij , c) denote decay function, where t is the current time, tij is the time
of the last update time or last contact time, c is the specific context, direct trust
could be expressed as:

(1)Θ( , , , ) = ( , , ). ( , )E E t c DTT E E c T t t ci j i j ij−
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Table 1: Six trust levels. 

Trust Level Description 

1 Very low trust level 
2 Low trust level 
3 Medium trust level 
4 High trust level 
5 Very high trust level 
6 Extremely high trust level

Table 2: Direct trust table maintained by Ei. 

Context Entities Pair (Ei, E1) … Entities Pair (Ei, En)

c1 DTT(Ei, E1, c1) … DTT(Ei, En, c1)
� � � �

cm DTT(Ei, E1, cm) … DTT(Ei, En, cm)
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Decay function T(t – tij , c) will be further discussed later.
Reputation indicates indirect trust based on recommendations, which is what

other entities think about a specific entity. Similarly, it can be denoted by Ω(Ei,Ej
t, c). Its value has the same range as that of direct trust and is preserved in repu-
tation table that has the same format as direct trust table. However, the item in rep-
utation table (RT) is denoted by RTT(Ei,Ej, c). 

Because reputation is a subjective judgment, we should assume that recom-
mender’s evaluation about one entity might be quite different from our own eval-
uation about the same entity [7, 13], for example, some recommenders are more
relaxed while others are stricter. In order to obtain “what I think the recommender
means from what the recommender said”, we can use RTT(Ei,Ej, c) · R(Ei,Ej, c),
where R(Ei,Ej , c) is an adjustment factor, to amend reputation value.

Sometimes, there may be several reputation values from different recommen-
dations. Therefore, we could use weighted function to gain average reputation.
Taking decay function into account, reputation can be expressed as:

(2)

The values of R(Ei,Ej, c) must be kept in adjustment factor table (AFT) that
has the similar format as that of DTT. As for W(Ei,Ej, c), it can be directly found
in adjustment factor weights table (AFWT), as shown in table 3.

The value ranges from 0.5 to 2 can be smoothly interpolated according the val-
ues listed in table 3. Any value out of this range is equal to zero, which means that
such a recommendation should be ignored.

Overall trust is a weighted balance of both direct trust and reputation (recom-
mendation). It can be expressed as:

i

n

i j i j i j ij

i

n

RTT E E c R E E c W E E c T t t c

W E

=1

=1

( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , )

(

∑

∑

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −

ii jE c, , )

Ω( , , , ) =E E c ti j
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Table 3: Adjustment factor weights table. 

R(Ei,Ej, c) < 0.5 0.5 0.67 0.83 1 1.2 1.5 2 >2 
W(Ei,Ej, c) 0 1 3 5 10 6 3 1 0 

(3)

Γ Θ Ω( , , , ) = ( , , , ) ( , , , )

= 1

0 , 1

E E t c E E t c E E t ci j i j i jα β
α β
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Weights α and β reflect how many proportions of direct trust and reputation
are taken into account for the composition of overall trust, respectively. For exam-
ple, if β = 0, it means that reputation will not influence overall trust.

As mentioned above, in a mission-aware behavior trust model, trust-related
behavior is directly inducted from trusting intentions rather than trusting beliefs
(overall trust), which means if the overall trust level provided is less than the over-
all trust level required, mission analysis must be performed to make a decision
whether to accept a mission or not. Mission analysis is mainly based on mission
cost and mission quantity.

Mission cost is a composite measurement of mission. It may reflect CPU cycles of
a computing mission, system resources usage of a memory-sharing mission, constrain
demands of a data-mining mission, QoS of a general mission, etc. In this trust model,
they are divided into five levels, including micro, small, medium, high and expensive.

The difference between overall trust levels provided and required ranges from
-5 to -1. We can use trusting intention matrix (TIM), as shown in fig. 4, to check
how to make a decision according to both mission cost and the difference between
overall trust levels provided and required. The region enclosed by dashed line is
the acceptable zone. Though the acceptable zone is a triangle in fig. 4, it can be
designed to any shape in practical.
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Figure 4: Trust intention matrix.
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However, if we use trusting intention matrix shown in fig. 4 to decide
whether to accept an unqualified mission or not, a cunning entity may decom-
pose its mission into a series of micro-missions and deceives other entities into
accepting them. Therefore, some measure must be taken to constrain the quan-
tity of acceptable missions that are located in the Acceptable Zone. This can be
achieved by assigning an acceptable ratio to each item located in this region,
which indicates that only part of missions can be accepted at a given period and
its acceptable probability is not more than the acceptable ratio assigned. These
acceptable ratios can be found in trusting intention probability matrix (TIPM),
as shown in fig. 5.

Because we use decay function T(t – tij,c) as a multiplying factor and 
there are six levels designed for direct trust and reputation, the precision of 1/6
is accurate enough to calculate the changing of these values. This value is
approximately equal to the result of e–1.8. Therefore, we use e–1.8 to design decay
functions.

Figure 5: Trust intention probability matrix.
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Supposing it takes y days for the trust or reputation between two entities decay
from level 6 to level 1, all decay functions may be expressed as:

(4)

When y is equal to 540, 360, 180, 90 and 30 (days), respectively, the value of
m equals 300, 200, 100, 50 and 16.7, respectively. These decay functions are
shown in fig. 6.

Adjustment factor is used to amend reputation level. Fox example, suppose
RTT(ei,ej, c) equals 5. After direct contact with entity Ej, if Ei concludes that
direct trust level with within context Ej could be 6, then new adjustment factor
R'(Ei,Ej, c) should be 1.2, if Ei concludes direct trust level could be 4, then
R'(Ei,Ej, c) must be 0.8. Therefore, adjustment factor can be updated by 
formula:
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Figure 6: Trust intention matrix. 
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(5)

Of course, reputation table can be updated in the same manner.
Because trust-related behavior is directly inducted from trusting intention in

this model (which means there is an acceptable ratio for each entities pair), the
philosophy used to update direct trust table is that if trust level is risen, we think
of it as only one success contact, if trust level is decreased, we conclude that all
“contacts”, including those that were rejected for the reason of acceptable ratio,
are failures too. For example, if acceptable ratio is equal to 1/50, one harmful con-
tact has the same meaning of 50 harmful contacts.

Let P(Ei,Ej, c) and DTT(Ei,Ej, c) denote acceptable ratio and new direct trust
level, respectively, we can update direct trust table by:

(6)

Obviously, mathematical functions used for trust model are of great diversity
and deserve further researching.

Obviously, mathematical functions used for trust model are of great diversity
and deserve further researching.

3 Trust aware Grid application

This section illustrates how to use the mission-aware behavior trust model for
grids. Main components to implement the trust model include resource consumer,
client domain, resource provider, resource domain (resource pool), trust-relation-
ship database, trust agents and work agents in each domain.
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As shown in fig. 7, resource consumer may log in a client domain or VO and
request to execute a grid-computing task. On the other hand, resource provider
may register into a resource domain or VO to be ready to undertake some parts of
a gird-computing task.

Trust agents in each domain work in a similar way. They read data from a local
database and check trust levels between them to make a decision whether to exe-
cute a mission or not. If such a mission is accepted, they will grant a work agent
to perform the mission and will update trust-relationship when necessary. As for
work agents, their responsibilities are to cooperate with the other work agents or
providers to execute a grid-computing task, and gather information to help trust
agent to update trust-relationship. Encryption, data hiding, digital signatures,
authentication protocols and access control methods may be employed.

In order to simplify the problem, we just illustrate how to use trust model in
resource domain in this chapter. However, in a practical grid computing system,
trust model can be used in both client domain and/or resource domain.
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Figure 7: Trust intention matrix.
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Let Ec and Er denote client domain and resource domain, respectively, we
assume that direct trust table kept in resource domain is something like the table
shown in table 4.

Suppose the decay function is e–t/200 and Er has not interacted with Ec for 50
days, we can conclude that Θ(Er, Ec, now, c1) = 3.1152.

Suppose the reputation table and adjustment factor table are something like the
tables shown in table 5 and table 6, respectively, we can use this new information
to calculate current reputation of Ec.

According to adjustment factor weights table shown in table 3, the reputation
recommended by Ec should be ignored. Therefore, we can conclude that Ω(Er, Ec,
now, c1) = 4.0046.

Let α = 0.7 and β = 0.3, we can conclude that Γ(Er, Ec, now, c1) = 3.38 ≈ 3.
Suppose the trust level required to use resource in domain Er within context c1

is 4, then the client domain Ec is not qualified to perform such a grid-computing
task. However, if the mission cost is micro, Er can still accept this kind of mission
with the acceptable ratio of 1/5 (see fig. 5).

When the micro-cost mission is finished, Er feels that the direct trust with Ec
within context c1 should be 3. Now, we can update adjustment factor accordingly.
Suppose δ = 0.6, new adjustment factor can be found in the table like table 7.

Let ϕ = 0.8 and P(Er, Ec,1)=1/5, then, Θ(Er, Ec, now, c1) = 3.0003 ≈ 3.
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Table 4: Direct trust table maintained by Er. 

Context (Er, E1) ... (Er, Ec) ... (Er, En) 

c1 ... ... 4 ... ...
� � � � � �

cm ... ... ... ... ...

Table 5: Reputation table maintained by Er. 

Context ... (E1, Ec) (E2, Ec) (E3, Ec) ... 

c1 ... 4 6 1 ... 
� � � � � �

cm ... ... ... ... ... 

Table 6: Adjustment factor table maintained by Er. 

Context ... (E1, Ec) (E2, Ec) (E3, Ec) ... 

c1 ... 1.0 0.67 3.0 ... 
� � � � � �

cm ... ... ... ... ... 
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At current state, the implementation of trust aware grids is system specific and
beyond the topics of this chapter. However, we strongly propose that the academy
and industry should work together to hatch some trust services standards and
specifications to boost, normalize and enforce trust based grid computing.

4 Multiparty authentication in Grids

Trustworthy grids rest with using web services to integrate different interoperabil-
ity security components for the purpose of defining, managing and enforcing trust
through virtual organizations. Obviously, authentication is an inescapable entry
for any kind of trust model.

However, current mainstream security infrastructure in grid communities only
supports two-party oriented authentication, namely, mutual authentication. Let A,
B represent two principals, CA, CB represent digital certificate of A and B, respec-
tively, nonceA and nonceB stand for arbitrary authentication data generated by A
and B, respectively, assertionA and assertionB be the authentication assertion pro-
duced by A and B, respectively. The BAN logic based formalism of mutual authen-
tication protocol in GSI is defined as follows:

Message 1 A → B : CA,

Message 2 B → A : CB,

Message 3 B → A : nonceB,

Message 4 A → B : nonceA,

Message 7 B → A : assertionB

Message 8 A → B : assertionA

Before sending nonceB (nonceA), B(A) must verify the validation of CA(CB).

Before sending assertionB (assertionA), B(A) must use the public key KA(KB) to

decipher { } ({ } )1 1nonce nonceB K
A

A K
B

− −

M KB
essage  B  A nonceA6 : {→ −} 1

M KA
essage  A  B nonceB5 : {→ −} 1
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Table 7: New adjustment factor table of Er. 

Context ... (E1, Ec) (E2, Ec) (E3, Ec) ... 

c1 ... 0.85 0.568 3.0 ... 
� � � � � �

cm ... ... ... ... ... 
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Different from the authentication in the traditional distributed systems,
authentication in trustworthy grids must support the semantic of Single sign-on.

4.1 Extending semantics of Single sign-on

Single sign-on (SSO) for general distributed system can be concrete instantiation
of some abstract SSO models, such as broker authentication model, agent-based
broker authentication model, gateway authentication model, script authentication
model, etc. [14]. SSO of GSI is a combination of these models, whose essentials
are X.509 certificates, proxy credentials, online credential repository, etc.

In order to authenticate users once and access distributed resources without re-
authentication, SSO must add additional layer (middleware) to the existing appli-
cations. No matter what credential mechanism is employed in the underlying
system, X.509 certificates are well-accepted techniques, flexible enough to con-
struct uniform, light-weight, compatible trust model across multiple security
domains. Therefore, GSI and other security solutions, e.g. eTrust, Keberpass,
KSignPassOne, often offer SSO by using X.509 certificates as global, universal,
inter-domain credentials.

GSI employs proxy certificates and dynamic delegation to implement SSO in
grids [15]. During the creation of proxy certificates, each principal that owns a
valid X.509 certificate can act as a potential proxy issuer, whose responsibility is
to issue short-lived public certificate that can be used as credential on proxy
issuer’s behalf. Delegation is very similar to proxy certificates creation, the dif-
ference is that the creation occurs over a GSI-authenticated connection, with the
result being the remote process acquiring proxy credentials for the user.

On line credential repository allows user delegating a set of proxy credentials
to the server along with authentication information and retrieval constraints. At a
later time, delegated proxy from the repository may be retrieved and used as any
other proxy credentials generated by the user to initiate actions on the user’s behalf
on the grid.

Microsoft .Net Passport is the most widely deployed SSO service. Through a
global user account comprising user’s PUID, profile and credential, .Net Passport
enables users moving easily between participating sites without needing to
remember a specific set of credential for each site. Its underlying techniques
include transparent http redirecting, SSL/TSL protocol, triple DES encryption
and security cookies composed by ticket, profile and visited sites cookie [16].

Liberty Alliance project is going to establish a Federated Network Identity that
links various user identities together. It would deliver the benefit of SSO to users
by granting rapid access to resources to which they have permission, but it does
not require the user’s personal information to be stored centrally [17].

SSO in these systems can be comprehended as an accumulation of a series
authentications and authorizations, as shown in eqn (8):

Single Sign − On = Σ (authentication + authorization) (8)
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However, authentication and authorization in such semantic are coupled too
tightly to be separated from each other both in the program logics and the process-
ing flows.

As mentioned earlier, future grid security services should leverage existing
and emerging WS security specifications and XML standards as much as possi-
ble. As shown in fig. 8, OASIS SAML is one of these choices.

SAML is an XML based framework for exchanging security information
expressed in the form of assertions about subjects. Assertions convey 
information about authentication actions that previously performed by three
SAML authorities. Based on this architecture, SSO can be further comprehended
as shown in eqn (9):

Single Sign − On = Σ authentication + Σ authorization (9)

A typical trustworthy grid application often spreads over multiple resource
hosting sites and needs multiparty authentication. For example, the computa-
tional power providers of a computation job may need multiparty authentica-
tion, the idle resource providers of a cryptographic problem may need
multiparty authentication, the search service providers of a parallel searching
engine may need multiparty authentication, thousands of players participating
in an online game may need multiparty authentication, a set of web 
services constituting an outsourcing workflow may need multiparty authentica-
tion, etc.

In these scenarios, it seems awkward for developers to regard SSO just as an
accumulation of a series two-party authentication. Therefore, another new com-
prehension of SSO, as shown in eqn (10), can be induced [18]:
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Figure 8: SAML authentication–authorization model. 
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Single Sign − On = Σ two − party authentication +
Σ multiparty authentication + authorization (10)

This comprehension brings some new semantics for SSO in trustworthy grids:

• Authentication and authorization actions of SSO can be designed as differ-
ent grid security services, therefore, they might be implemented separately
and communicate through requests/responses conveying SAML assertions.

• Authentication service of SSO must support both two-party authentication
and multiparty authentication that aims to confirm all principals asserted by
different parties with satisfying confidence. 

Multiparty relationships can be established in two main approaches: in the
static approach, all participating parties must be known and presented in advance
of authentications, in the dynamic approach, old participating parties may aban-
don the previous multiparty relationships while new participating parties may join
the available multiparty relationships. Obviously, the dynamic approach can be
achieved by recursively using the static multiparty approach together with two-
party approach. For convenience, this chapter focuses on multiparty relationships
that are formed in static approach unless explicitly stated.

4.2 Semantic of multiparty joint authentication

In a multiparty interaction, a group of participants come together to produce some
intermediate and temporary combined state, using it to execute some activity or
transfer information. When we want to improve security for such interactions, the
problem of multiparty authentication emerges, which is going to confirm each
participant’s identity with a specified, understood level of confidence.

Multiparty issues have also been widely studied in the fields of multimedia,
group communication, symmetric group encryption, security computation, etc.
However, these researches concern with how to improve multicast mechanisms,
how to compute, distribute, or agree on group secret key, how to protect pri-
vacy and avoid corrupted parties. One authenticated group key agreement
protocol proposes implicit key authentication for multiple parties, by which
the key is not directly authenticated between an arbitrary two-party of Pi and
Pj (i � j). Instead, all key authentications are performed through one fixed
party Pn [19]. This protocol indicates that multiparty authentication can be sim-
plified. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the researches deals
with using transitive trust to simplify mutual authentication for the large,
dynamic principal group.

Multiparty Joint Authentication (MJA) adopts trust model, web services and
SAML as its building blocks, and is going to weave all these elements into a fea-
sible and profitable solution for typical trustworthy grid applications.

Denote each principal to be authenticated by a vertex, and let the edge con-
necting a pair of vertices represent that two principals have authenticated the
counterparty mutually. Multiparty authentication that involves n principals can be
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modeled as a graph of order n. We denote such a graph by MAGn. After authenti-
cating each pair of distinct principals, MAGn becomes a complete graph Kn with
n(n – 1)/2 edges.

A straightforward simplification is to choose one principal as a trusted third
party, and let it to mutually authenticate with the other principals in turn. This sim-
plification changes MAGn into a complete bipartite graph K1,n – 1 called a star,
needing only n – 1 mutual authentications. A further simplification is to distrib-
ute the responsibility of the trusted third party and to establish the MJA hypothe-
sis (MJA supposition) as follows [20, 21].

Hypothesis 1 (MJA Hypothesis) One principal can regard another principal as a
trusted third party if either of the following conditions is satisfied: 

1 Two principals have authenticated each other mutually.
2 Two principals have authenticated with one common trusted third party in

advance. 

Based on the MJA hypothesis, another simplification changes MAGn into
a Hamilton chain of the complete graph Kn, which also needs n – 1 mutual
authentications.

4.3 Defining multiparty joint authentication

Definition 15 Multiparty Joint Authentication (MJA) is to find a simplified or
optimal authentication solution in a multiparty security context that involves n
principals, which is based on three conditions below: 

1 If principal Pi, Pj have authenticated with one common trusted third party,
then both Pi and Pj can confirm the counterparty’s identity with a specified,
understood level of confidence even without a real mutual authentication.

2 The relationship between a principal and its trusted third party must satisfy
the MJA supposition (or other feasible substitute).

3 There are m(1 ≤ m ≤ n) principals to act as the trusted third parties to serve
certain subsets comprising different principals. For short, let m be the order
of the n-principal MJA, denote them by n:m. 

The Hamilton chain of the complete graph Kn is one possible MJA solution,
however, it is not the optimal answer to MAGn if we take some practical con-
straints into account: 

• Different mutual authentications have different QoS and cost. 
• Users insist on performing mutual authentication for certain pairs of principals. 
• The MJA service provider can cache some mutual authentications per-

formed by several principals and trusted third parties for a period of time. 
• The policies for a principal to become a trusted third party are of great vari-

eties. 
• A principal may trust a trusted third party with different policies and

security level. 
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These constraints indicate how to find an optimal MJA solution face lots of
challenges. In this chapter, we focus on n-principal, n-order MJA, i.e. n:n MJA.

4.4 Basic mathematical properties of n:n MJA

Theorem 1 The spanning tree of a complete graph Kn is an n:n MJA solution. 

Proof. According to the definition of MAGn, the edge joining two vertices indi-
cates that the corresponding two principals have confirmed the counterpart’s iden-
tity with a specified, understood level of confidence.

According to the definition of MJA, if there is an edge joining Pi and Pj, then
either Pi or Pj can regard its counterpart as a trusted third party. Without the loss
of generality, let Pi regard Pj as a trusted third party. Thus, another edge joining
Pj and Pk is equivalent to Pi and Pk has confirmed the counterpart’s identity.

Therefore, if there is a path that joins vertices Pi and Pj, then the correspon-
ding two principals can confirm the counterpart’s identity.

For every pair of distinct vertices in the spanning tree of Kn, there must be a
path joining them, therefore, every pair of distinct principals can confirm the
counterpart’s identity with a specified, understood level of confidence. That is,
such a spanning tree stands for an n:n MJA solution. �

This theorem indicates that finding a solution of n:n MJA can be achieved by
growing a spanning tree of a complete graph Kn.

Theorem 2 The spanning tree of a complete graph Kn is one of the simplest
(the most relaxed) n:n MJA solutions. 

Proof. Because each edge of the spanning tree is a bridge, removing any edge
from the spanning tree leaves a disconnected graph of order n. Such a graph indi-
cates that some principals have not confirmed their identities with a specified,
understood level of confidence, and hence does not stand for any n:n MJA
solution.

On the other hand, because every principal can become a trusted third party,
how to choose a trusted third party comes under no constraints, and hence such a
spanning tree is one of the simplest (the most relaxed) n:n MJA solution. �

Theorem 3 The number of n:n MJA solutions is nn – 2. 

Proof. Cayley asserts that the number of spanning trees of a completed graph Kn
is nn – 2 [22]. Therefore, the number of n:n MJA solutions is nn – 2.

This theorem indicates that searching the optimal solution of n:n MJA by enu-
meration is an unsolvable problem. If we can design a nondeterministic Turing
machine algorithm to find the optimal n:n MJA solution with polynomial-time
computation, this unsolvable problem becomes an NP problem.

Theorem 4 Suppose it spends the time of T for each pair of principals to authenti-
cate mutually, and each principal can carry out only one two-party authentication
once a time. Then, the theoretical minimum time cost of an n:n MJA solution is 2T. 
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Proof. According to theorem 2, a Hamilton chain of a complete graph Kn is an n:n
MJA solution.

Color all edges of the Hamilton chain as follows: choose either one of the two
end vertices as a starting point, color each edge in the chain with the red and blue
color in turn. After coloring, the Hamilton chain turns into a chain in the form of
‘red-blue-red-blue-…’. Obviously, each pair of the edges that have the same color
has no vertex in common, and all vertices except for the two end vertices are inci-
dent with one red edge and one blue edge simultaneously.

When carrying out MJA, let each pair of principals joined by red edge authen-
ticate each other in parallel, it spends the time of T, then, let each pair of princi-
pals joined by blue edge authenticate each other in parallel, it also spends the time
of T. Therefore, such an MJA solution spends the time of 2T in all. Of course, the
order of the color has no influence on the final result. �

This theorem determines the infimum of the theoretical minimum time cost of
an n:n MJA solution. However, we can further reduce the time cost of MJA in a
real program by means of multiple threads techniques.

Theorem 5 Denote a spanning tree of a completed graph Kn by Tn. Suppose it
spends the time of T for each pair of principals to authenticate mutually, and each
principal can carry out only one two-party authentication at one time. Then, the
theoretical minimum time cost of an n:n MJA solution is mT if the maximum value
of the degree sequence of Tn is deg(Pk) = m.

Proof. Because deg(Pk) = m, the corresponding principal Pk must carry out m
mutual authentications with other principals. Color m edges which are incident
with Pk with m different colors, construct a sub-tree.

Because each edge in the spanning tree Tn is a bridge, when inserting a new
edge that is incident with any vertex P in the sub-tree, the other vertex joined by
the new edge cannot be any vertex in the sub-tree. This means the color of the new
edge is determined by vertex P solely. Since the degree of a vertex in Tn is not
more than m, it can be colored with m different colors so that all edges being inci-
dent with one common vertex have different colors. Order m different colors into
a permutation, let each pair of principals joined by the same color edge authenti-
cate each other in parallel, it spends the time of T. Therefore, such an MJA solu-
tion spends the time of mT in all. �

Theorem 6 Suppose it spends the time of T for each pair of principals to authen-
ticate mutually, and each principal can carry out only one two-party authentica-
tion at one time. Then, the maximum value of the theoretical minimum time cost
of an n:n MJA solution is (n – 1)T. 

Proof. Denote a spanning tree of a completed graph Kn by Tn. If the maximum
value of the degree sequence of Tn is (n – 1), then the spanning tree is a star.
According to theorem 5, the theoretical minimum time cost of such a solution is
(n – 1)T.
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On the other hand, the degree of any vertex in Tn is not more than (n – 1),
therefore, the maximum value of the theoretical minimum time cost of the n:n
MJA solution is (n – 1)T. �

Theorems 4, 5 and 6 indicate that the bigger the number of the trusted third
party is, the smaller the theoretical minimum time cost is. If all principals can act
as a trusted third party, the theoretical minimum time cost takes its minimum
value. If only one principal can act as a trusted third party, the theoretical mini-
mum time cost takes its maximum value.

Theorem 7 Let T be a spanning tree of a connected graph G. Let α = a,b be an
edge of G which is not an edge of T. Then there is an edge β of T such that the graph
T'' obtained from T by inserting α and deleting β is also a spanning tree of G [22]. 

4.5 Algorithms to find n:n MJA solution

If each pair of principals spends the same time to authenticate mutually (other fac-
tors can be converted into the equivalent time cost), a Hamilton chain of a com-
pleted graph Kn stands for one optimal n:n MJA solution. Algorithm 1 is to grow
this kind of spanning tree.

Algorithm 1

• Number n principals with one of the numbers 1,2,...,n. 
• Find a permutation of natural number n, denoted by p1, p2, ..., pi, ..., pn,

where pi � N � 1 ≤ pi ≤ n.
• Join p1, p2, ..., pi, ..., pn in turn, the chain in the form of p1 – p2 – ... – pi ... – pn

is an n-principal, n-order MJA solution. 

Theorem 8 If all mutual authentication spends the same time, algorithm 1 can
find one optimal n:n MJA solution. 

Proof. The connected graph of order n, in the form of p1 – p2 – ... – pi ... – pn, is
a spanning tree of a complete graph Kn because it has exactly (n – 1) edges.

The walk from p1 to pn has distinct edges and distinct vertices, thus, it is a
Hamilton chain of a complete graph Kn. According to theorem 2, this Hamilton
chain stands for one optimal n:n MJA solution. �

Generally, a different pair of principals spends a different time to authenticate
mutually (including converted factors). Therefore, we must design some algo-
rithms to grow a weighted spanning tree from a weighted complete graph Kn. The
most straightforward algorithm is the greedy algorithm, which can be used to
grow a minimum-weight spanning tree. Let Kn be a weighted complete graph with
weight function c, the greedy algorithm is shown as follows.

Algorithm 2 

• Put F = φ, V = φ.
• Put an edge α that has minimum weight in F, at the same time, put two ver-

tices which are incident with α in V. 
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• While there exists an edge α not in F such that F ∪ {α} put only one new
vertex in V, determine such an edge α of minimum weight and put α in F,
at the same time, put the new vertex that is incident with α in V. 

• Put T = {V, F}, which is a minimum-weight spanning tree of Kn.

Theorem 9 If different mutual authentication spends different time, algorithm 2
can find an n:n MJA solution that has the minimum-time-cost. 

Proof. Because step 2 put two vertices in V while step 3 put only one new vertex
in V repeatedly, the algorithm terminates after n – 2 iterations. On termination, T
have n – 1 edges in F and n vertices in V. While repeating step 3, there must exist
a vertex in V that is incident with the new edge α, and hence T is connected and
is a spanning tree.

Let the n – 1 edges of F be α1, α2, ..., αn – 1 in the order that they put in F. Let
T* = (V, F*) be a minimum-weight spanning tree which has the largest number of
edges in common with T. Thus no minimum-weight spanning tree has more edges
in common with F than F* does. If F* = F, then it follows that T is a minimum-
weight spanning tree. Suppose to the contrary that F* � F. Let αk be the first edge
of F which is not in F*. Thus the edges α1, α2, ..., αk – 1 all belong to F*. By theo-
rem 7 there is an edge β of T* such that the graph T**, obtained from T* by insert-
ing αk and deleting β, is a spanning tree of G. The weight of T** is c(T**) = c(T*) –
c(β) + c(αk). Since T* is a minimum-weight spanning tree we conclude that c(αk) ≥
c(β).

If c(αk) > c(β), then in determining the kth edge to be put in F in carrying out
the greedy algorithm, β is a possible choice. That is, choosing βk is wrong.

If c(αk) = c(β), then T** is also a minimum-weight spanning tree. Since T** has
one more edge in common with T than T* has, we contradict our choice of T*.
Suppose the weight stands for the time cost of each mutual authentication, then,
T stands for an n:n MJA solution that has the minimum-time-cost.

However, greedy algorithm may not find the optimal n:n MJA solution
because the real time cost of an n:n MJA solution depends not only on the time
cost for each pair of principals to authenticate mutually, but also on how many
mutual authentications are to be performed by each principal (the degree sequence
of the spanning tree).

This conclusion can be illustrated by one concrete example. Suppose it takes
the time of T for principal Pi to authenticate mutually with all other (n – 1) prin-
cipals, and it takes the time of 2T for each pair of principals, not including Pi, to
authenticate mutually. Then, the minimum-weight spanning tree grown with
greedy algorithm is a star whose center is Pi. The theoretical minimum time cost
of such an MJA solution is (n – 1)T. However, we can construct a Hamilton chain
as follows: firstly, find a Hamilton chain for all (n – 1) principals, excluding Pi,
with algorithm 1, secondly, join Pi with either end vertex of the previous Hamilton
chain to form a new Hamilton chain. Obviously, the theoretical minimum time
cost of this MJA solution is 4T. Of course, the latter is better than the former.

On the other hand, a different trust model can be designed to custom MJA
solutions. For example, the weight of each edge may represent trust or risk
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between the corresponding principals, then, greedy algorithm can be used to find
an MJA solution with maximum level of trust and (or) minimum level of risk. This
indicates that MJA will redound to trust aware grid computing.

4.6 Efficiency analysis of MJA

The essential of MJA is to increase the efficiency of multiparty authentication by
distributing the responsibility of the trusted third party. Because modeling and
simulating the real performance of MJA is of great complexities, this chapter only
analyzes the theoretical cases to reveal some efficiency features of MJA.

At current stage, we suppose all mutual authentications spend the same time
and denote this time cost by one unit. As shown in fig. 9, a traditional multiparty
authentication needs n(n – 1)/2 mutual authentications and spends n(n – 1)/2 units
of time. If only one principal acts as a trusted third party, the n:n MJA solution is
indeed a star. If each principal can act as a trusted third party, the n:n MJA solu-
tion is a Hamilton chain found with algorithm 1. Because an n:n MJA needs only
(n – 1) mutual authentications, the time cost reduces to (n – 1) units. Obviously,
the more the principals involved in a multiparty authentication are, the greater the
efficiency of MJA is. If there are 1,000 principals, a traditional solution spends
499,500 units of time and an n:n MJA solution spends only 999 units of time, if
there are 1,000,000 principals (e.g. online gaming), the traditional solution spends
499,999,500,000 units of time and an n:n MJA solution spends only 999,999 units
of time. On the other hand, parallel techniques can be used to speed up the pro-
cessing and to make responses more efficiently. For example, if all principals can
act as a trusted party and different principals perform mutual authentications in
parallel, an n:n MJA solution for 1,000,000 principals can be finished just in 2
units of time.

Of course, in a real grid system, the efficiency of MJA depends not only on
the time used for mutual authentications, but also on the time used to find the
MJA solution and to communicate. Therefore, a complete MJA infrastructure
must take all these factors into account.
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4.7 Scenario of MJA

The main approach to process MJA can be illustrated with a general scenario of
MJA. As shown in fig. 10, this scenario involves four principals, i.e. Pm, Pn, Pl,
Pk, and the MJA service consists of two components, namely, MJA Agent and
MJA Log. The former takes charge of finding MJA solution, scheduling mutual
authentications, assembling MJA assertion, catching the system errors, and the
latter is responsible for keeping the recorders of different MJA solutions for later
checking and auditing. An internal sequence diagram of such an MJA processing
is listed below:

1 Pm sends its MJA request to the MJA Agent. The information of all involved
principals and authentication polices are also wrapped in this request.

2 MJA Agent parses the request, finds a simplified MJA solution, and tries to
invoke a series mutual authentication in accordance with the MJA solution.
In this scenario, supposing the MJA should be conducted by the principal
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pairs of Pl – Pn, Pm – Pk and Pl – Pm. These mutual authentications can be
invoked in a parallel way.

3 After standard mutual authentication, the principal invoked by MJA Agent
should acknowledge to the invoker. The return value can be used to assem-
ble MJA assertion.

4 If all mutual authentications of MJA solution had been invoked and
acknowledged, MJA Agent would issue an MJA assertion and an MJA his-
tory item with digital sign.

5 MJA history item is sent to MJA Log for future checking and auditing.
6 An MJA assertion can be published, cached, stored up by MJA Agent for

future use, or, it may be directly distributed to each principal for subsequent
activities. 

In the above scenario, all information of involved principals is wrapped in
the MJA request. However, users can assign some resources mapping and
selecting policies to an MJA request, and leave resource scheduler to find and
select the qualified principals automatically. That is, policy, resource selection
and resource reservation mechanism can reduce user’s burden to collect infor-
mation of involved principals. Therefore, sequence diagram of a practical MJA
processing would vary with the available services in the trustworthy grids.

4.8 Assertion of MJA

MJA produces assertions for subsequent security activities. An assertion is a
package of information that supplies one or more statements made by a SAML
authority. There are three kinds of SAML authorities defined by OASIS, namely,
authentication authorities, attribute authorities and policy decision points.

Attributes can be used to specify characteristics of principals, such as creden-
tial type, network address, encoding type, security contexts, mission cost, QoS
requirement, and so on. Policy is a set of rules and constraints that specify or reg-
ulate how a system provides security services to protect resources. Policy can be
implemented by policy expressions, which are often essentially access control
lists. Therefore, MJA can be designed to support not only traditional identity
authentication, but also attribute and policy based authentication. Obviously,
information and data encapsulated in attributes and policies may be used to calcu-
late trust value and evaluate security risk, which means all kinds of trust model
may benefit from SAML architecture.

Although assertions are natural carriers for trust aware information and data,
trust aware computing and services is still in its infancy and not mature enough
for immediate applications. Thus, we are interested in the simplest assertion for-
mat of MJA in this stage. No matter what credential mechanisms are employed in
the underlying systems, X.509 certificates and PKI infrastructure are feasible
techniques to construct all kinds of trust models that come across different security
domains. On the other hand, even the simplest MJA assertion should comprise
certain (maybe all) principals’ credentials and sign it digitally. One proposed MJA
assertion structure is presented with EBNF as follows: 
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<MJA-Assertion>::=<MajorVersion><MinorVersion> 
<AssertionID><Issuer><IssueInstant>[<Conditions>] 
<AuthenticationStatement><ds:Signature> 
<MajorVersion>::=integer 
<MinorVersion>::=integer 
<AssertionID>::=xsd:ID 
<Issuer>::=string 
<IssueInstant>::=dateTime 
<Condtions>::=[<NotBefore>][<NotOnOrAfter>] 
<AudienceRestrictionCondition>* 
<NotBefore>::=dateTime 
<NotOnOrAfter>::=dateTime 
<AudienceRestrictionCondition>::=<Audience>* 
<Audience>::=anyURI 
<AuthenticationStatement>::=<AuthenticationMethod> 
<AuthenticationInstant><Subject>+ 
<AuthenticationMethod>::=anyURI 
<AuthenticationInstant>::=dateTime
<Subject>::=<NameIdentifier><SubjectConfirmation> 
<NameIdentifier>::=<NameQualifier> 
<NameQualifier>::=string 
<SubjectConfirmation>::=<ConfirmationMethod>
<SubjectConfirmationData> 
<ConfirmationMethod>::=anyURI 
<SubjectConfirmationData>::=<ds:KeyValue>| 
<X509Certificate> 

Of course, MJA assertion is finally expressed as XML message, the structure
defined above just reveals its basic constitution. For example, statement wrapped
in MJA assertion can be an AuthenticationStatement comprising a series of
Subjects that carry principal’s credential in the form of ds:KeyValue or
X509Certificate. Therefore, MJA assertion is a specific SAML assertion, which
can be tailored for different service providers. One assertion example is shown as
follows:

<Assertion 
AssertionID=“_a75adf55-01d7-40cc-929f-dbd8372ebdfc” 
IssueInstant=“2004-05-09T00:46:02Z” 
Issuer=“grid.sjtu.edu.cn” 
MajorVersion=“1” 
MinorVersion=“1” 
xmlns=“urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:assertion” 
xmlns:xsd=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”> 
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<Conditions 
NotBefore=“2004–05–09T00:46:02Z” 
NotOnOrAfter=“2004–05–09T00:51:02Z”> 
<AudienceRestrictionCondition> 
<Audience>http://grid.sjtu.edu.cn/test#p</Audience> 
...... 

</AudienceRestrictionCondition> 
</Conditions> 

<AuthenticationStatement 
AuthenticationInstant=“2004-05-09T00:46:00Z” 
AuthenticationMethod=“http://grid.sjtu.edu.cn/mja”> 
<Subject> 

<NameIdentifier>“Principal_m”</NameIdentifier> 
<SubjectConfirmation> 
<SubjectConfirmationData> 
<ds:X509Certificate>......</ds:X509Certificate> 

</SubjectConfirmationData> 
</SubjectConfirmation> 

</subject> 
...... 
<subject> ...... </subject> 
</AuthenticationStatement> 
<ds:Signature xmlns:ds= “http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#”>
<ds:SignedInfo> 

...... 
<ds:SignedInfo> 
<ds:SignatureValue>......</ds:SignatureValue> 
<ds:KeyInfo> 
...... 

</ds:KeyInfo> 
</ds:Signature> 

</Assertion> 

If there had been no attribute authority and PEP in the system, an MJA authen-
tication can be directly regarded as an authorization assertion, which may hold all
credentials of the authenticated principals, or, just one proxy certificate on behalf
of all authenticated principals.

4.9 OGSA security model and MJA

As mentioned earlier, future trustworthy grid services may include a credential
processing service, authentication service, authorization service, attributes serv-
ice, credential validation service, identity mapping service, trust service, privacy
service, audit service, etc. We propose that MJA service should be regarded as a
specific service refined for authentication service.
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As shown in fig. 11, OGSA Service1 wants to work with OGSA Service2, ...,
and OGSA Servicen together to accomplish a trustworthy gird computing job. It
can be achieved securely by the following steps:

1 OGSA Service1 sends its request to all services involved and collects pub-
lished polices for each service.

2 Each service determines what security mechanisms and credentials are to be
used. If the required credentials were not available, OGSA service would
contact Credential Conversion Service to convert existing credentials to the
needed format.

3 All services use the Authentication Service, including both two-party
authentication service and multiparty joint authentication service, to
authenticate some necessary principals and acquire an MJA assertion.

4 The MJA assertion is presented to Authorization Service and authorization
decision assertions are produced for each principal.

5 If authorization was a success, all services would be linked together to per-
form the grid computing job expected. 

Because OGSA are undergoing renovations, new trustworthy grid services are still
in the informing, designing and experimenting stages.

4.10 Discussion about MJA

According to the ground model for grids, typical grid application has three impor-
tant behavior rules: Resource mapping maps the abstract resource in the grid to
the physical resource on some hosting machines; User mapping maps the grid
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global user onto local users that carry their own credentials, Resource Selection is
achieved by repeating Resources mapping and User mapping. Because current
authentication is two-party oriented, resource selection, account and other related
services are confined by this semantic, including:

• Restriction on resources selection. When abstract resource in the request is
mapped onto physical resource, no authentication and authorization are per-
formed, therefore, the selected and mapped physical resource may not be
granted to the users for the reason of changing on security considerations,
payment in arrears, etc. This would make an optimal resource scheduling
solution abort during the execution.

• The time cost of mutual authentication for large group users is tremendous.
For example, during the start time of a popular grid game, 150,000 users
may rush into the battle field for security authentication (otherwise, their
time and energy will go to waste), which needs 11,249,925,000 mutual
authentications without any simplification.

• No support for the semantic of multiparty authentication. Current GSI does
not directly support the semantic of multiparty authentication. Therefore, no
multiparty authentication services are available now, especially for the
application that needs all participants to authenticate each other simultane-
ously before executing their cooperative activities.

• Restriction on dynamic resource sharing. When a grid application wants
to dynamically allocate some new resources, or, resources want to
migrate to some new hosting machines, the time cost of mutual authenti-
cation is tremendous. For example, new resource process would authen-
ticate to all available resource processes, or, several different multiparty
may want to participate into available grid application simultaneously. In
these scenarios, the semantic of multiparty authentication seems to be
very useful.

• The SSO mechanism in the current GSI is not secure enough. GSI imple-
ments SSO through proxy certificates. However, the proxy certificates may
derive vulnerable trust chains, where compromising of any proxy (child-
proxy) acting on behalf of the user (parent-proxy) would destroy belief of
the original user as a whole and result in trust crisis.

• No support for the trust model that emphasizes the uncertainty and venture
of trust relationships. GSI focuses on providing authentication and access
control mechanism for the grid environment. It proposes and implements a
security architecture based on four interoperability protocols that are used
to handle U – UP, UP – RP, RP – P and P – P interactions cooperatively. In
these protocols, authentication and authorization are often coupled together
and expressed as true or false logic. 

MJA bases itself upon multiparty authentication and has trust aware computing in
mind, which can be used to eliminate constraints above and bring some value-
added points for trustworthy grid applications, including:
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• Support for authenticated resources selection. MJA introduces SAML
assertions into the security mechanisms. Therefore, resources providers
and consumers can design their own policies to establish different security
level and security context. On the other hand, resource optimal selection
and resource mapping can be performed by executing MJA firstly to assure
their successful access control rights.

• MJA is designed to reduce the time cost of multiparty authentication.
• MJA supports the semantic of multiparty authentication. After authentica-

tion, multiple participants can use a group secret key for security group
communication, or, they can use other participant’s public key to establish
privacy conversation. How to get the group secret key is beyond the scope
of this chapter.

• Support for flexible dynamic resource sharing. By means of MJA, there are
two approaches for dynamic resource sharing to assure their security. If only
one mutual authentication is needed, two-party authentication would be
employed, if multiparty authentications are needed, the MJA would be
employed.

• Support for new SSO mechanisms. By means of MJA, all principals have
been authenticated as a whole. The group secret key together with the pub-
lic key form a temporary security token for the purpose of confidentiality,
integrity and non-repudiation. MJA does not produce proxy certificates.
However, some trust parties may corrupt, which makes MJA deserving fur-
ther research.

• Support for trust aware computing. MJA simplify mutual authentication
through transitive trust between authenticated principals. Therefore, MJA is
essentially a trust aware mechanism, which will eventually benefit from
mission-aware behavior trust model. Of course, if MJA services are widely
deployed within grid communities, grid applications will become trust
aware correspondingly. 

Future research topics on MJA include: 1) MJA performance modeling and sim-
ulating, 2) MJA secret group key, 3) MJA assertions, 4) MJA protocols, 5) MJA
services, 6) MJA based authorization, 7) MJA based Leave/Join services, 8)
Policy based MJA, 9) MJA based security communication, 10) New algorithms to
find MJA solutions with certain constraints, 11) MJA based trust model, 12) MJA
based applications, etc.

5 Summary

Trust is a metric for principals to establish security relationships. However, trust
in digital security contexts is always being processed as true or false binary logic,
which is not consistent with the real behavior pattern in the human society.
Therefore, this chapter proposes some new models emphasizeing the uncertainty
and venture of trust, and intend to reinstall the underlying trust mechanisms of the
offline world into the trustworthy grids in the same way or to the same degree. Our
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model originates from one interdisciplinary trust model. Its computational defini-
tion in the abstract level is formalized with ASM. One mathematical model is
illustrated to show how to construct trust aware grids.

This chapter introduces the semantics of Multiparty Joint Authentication into
the authentication service, which is to find simplified or optimal authentication
solutions for all involved principals through their transitive trust instead of to
authenticate each pair of principals in turn. MJA is designed to support multiparty
security contexts in grids with a specified, understood level of confidence and
reduce the time cost of mutual authentications. Fundamental topics about MJA,
such as, definitions, mathematical properties, basic algorithms, theoretical per-
formance improvements, typical scenarios, common implementation issues, and
future directions are discussed.

Grid security is still in its infancy and its research has just kicked off.
Therefore, we are facing both challenges and opportunities. This chapter regards
trust and multiparty issues as two wings of grid security, by means of which, we
can fly safely and freely in the realm of trustworthy grids.
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